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“A Violation of Native American Rights”:
Archeological Procedures Begin at Thacker Pass
Ancestors and Sacred Sites in the Firing Lane

RSIC UNITY, Tribal Members & Employees Visit PeeHee Mu’huh
COVER PHOTO: RSIC UNITY Youth Council, Tribal Members & Employees participate
in a prayer for the land. Followed by a round dance around the fire pit as Vernon Rogers,
Yerington Paiute Tribal Member, shares a Paiute song.
Photo Provided by: Bucky Harjo
Published on May 4, 2022
Front Cover Story Continued On Page 5
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May Important Dates

Deadlines, Mailing List
The Camp News Profile
Started in the early 1980s,
The Camp News is the
monthly publication for the
Reno-Sparks Indian Colony
(RSIC) community. The
newsletter is produced
monthly out of the RSIC
Public Relations Office, and
duplicated and distributed
by the RSIC Administration
Front Office.

SEND US YOUR NEWS
The deadline for all print
submissions to be considered for publication in The
Camp News is 5 p.m., the
second Thursday of every
month.
CONTACT OUR STAFF
E-mail your submissions
to newsletter@rsic.org,
bsam@rsic.org or drop off
your photos and suggested
articles at 34 Reservation
Road, Reno, NV 89502.
CIRCULATION
If you live outside Washoe
County and would like to
receive The Camp News
via U.S. Post Office, please
contact us with your mailing
address.
If you have a problem with
delivery, please call us
at (775) 329-2936.

ELECTRONIC EDITION
For those of you who
would prefer to get an
electronic version of The
Camp News or just read it
on-line, please see:
www.rsic.org and PDFs
of our publication are
available.
If you have questions, call
us at 329-2936.

01- National Mental Health Awareness Month,
06– Mother’s Day Bingo, 6pm at 34 Reservation Rd (Multipurpose Room).
Info, call Recreation Dept. at 775-329-4930.
- Red Dress Powwow - Grand Entry 7pm, 1300 Foster Drive, Reno, NV
07– Kentucky Derby
08– Happy Mother’s Day!
09– Senior Center Mother’s Day Bingo, 6pm at 34 Reservation Rd.
(Multipurpose Room). Must RSVP at 775-785-1349.
10– Washoe Dems & RSIC Candidates Night, 6pm at 34 Reservation Rd.
11- General Tribal Council Meeting, Hungry Valley Community Room, 9075
Eagle Canyon Dr. or Zoom, 6pm. Email bsam@rsic.org or text/call 775842-2902 for zoom invite or public comment form.
- RSIC Language & Culture Virtual Zoom Bead Session 6pm- 8pm
(Email Stacey Burns, sburns@rsic.org for info).
14– Red Cross Sound the Alarm Event at Reno Colony. More info, 775-9541185 or Housing, 775-785-1300.
18- RSIC Language & Culture Virtual Zoom Bead Session 6pm- 8pm
(Email Stacey Burns, sburns@rsic.org for info).
21– Armed Forces Day
- World Day for Cultural Diversity
14– COMMODITY FOOD DISTRIBUTION, 8a-12p, 34 Reservation Rd.
25– Special Economic Development Tribal Council Meeting, Hungry Valley
Community Room, 9075 Eagle Canyon Dr. or Zoom, 6pm. Email
bsam@rsic.org or text/call 775-842-2902 for zoom invite.
-RSIC Language & Culture Virtual Zoom Bead Session 6pm- 8pm
(Email Stacey Burns, sburns@rsic.org for info).
27- Food Bank of Northern Nevada, HV Gym Parking Lot, 9am-10:30am
Info, call 775-433-5327.
30– Memorial Day! RSIC Admin Offices & RSTHC CLOSED.

COVID-19 Stockpile: To request PPE, call Joanna Hicks at 775-560-9041.
Find the most up-to-date info on RSIC’s Facebook.
If you’d like to receive RAVE Alert text messages,
call/text 775-842-2902 or bsam@rsic.org or bharjo@rsic.org

FOLLOW US AT:

www.rsic.org
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Continued from Page 1

OROVADA, NEVADA (April
18, 2022) — Archeological procedures began at the site of the
planned Thacker Pass lithium
mine this week in what the Reno
-Sparks Indian Colony (RSIC)
says it is a violation of Native
American rights.
"These procedures are desecrating the resting place of our
ancestors in violation of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
[NAGPRA]," says Michon R.
Eben, Tribal Historic Preservation Officer for the Reno-Sparks
Indian Colony. "The Federal
Government should be ashamed
of the lack of government-togovernment consultation by
BLM Winnemucca and Far
Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc."
Thacker Pass was the site of a
1865 massacre of Paiutes committed by the U.S. military.
In a letter (attached) the Tribe
sent to the archeological firm
conducting the dig, Far Western
Anthropological Research
Group, Inc., the RSIC demands
"Far Western to immediately
halt the planned archeological
digs and refuse to participate in
the desecration of Thacker Pass
for corporate greed."
The Thacker Pass lithium
mine has become an internation-

Photo of Nipple Rock where Massacre occurred.

Shelley Harjo, RSIC Employee & McDermitt Paiute Tribal Member, and her son William Darrough, talk
about PeeHee Mu’huh and what it means for future generations. Photo by: Bucky Harjo

al scandal since January of last
year, when protests began at the
site of the mine. Environmentalists, tribes, and ranchers have
filed suit against the proposed
mine in federal court, alleging
violations of various Federal
laws, and calling for Congressional investigations into the
matter. The project was "fasttracked" under the Trump administration.
“How would you feel if your
loved ones were massacred in a
sacred, prayerful area with no
closure to their deaths for the
profit of stolen land, and now
your same sacred ancestral lands
are now being uprooted without
proper federal consultation for
the profit of the largest lithium
mine in America?” Chairman
Melendez asked, “The consultation process with tribal nations
must be adhered to.”
"This is a fight for justice, a
fight for the planet, and a fight
for what is right," said Will
Falk, an attorney for RSIC. "We
need everyone to help us in
5

stopping this desecration."
SUMMARY OF 7-PAGE
LETTER SENT TO BLM
WINNEMUCCA:
Reno-Sparks Indian Colony’s
(RSIC) outlined a letter of its
perspective of the unprincipled
proposed excavations that Far
Western Anthropological Research Group, Inc. (Far Western) is currently undertaking at
the Paiute and Shoshone peoples important Traditional Cultural Property, Thacker Pass.
These archeological procedures
include excavating Native
American cultural resources,
sacred objects and disturbing
the resting place of Paiute ancestors massacred on September
12, 1865 Nevada Calvary.
Thacker Pass Lithium Mine
Project (Project) is the nation’s
largest and most complex lithium mine. The Project become
an international scandal since
January of last year, when protests began at
Continued on page 9
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Cont.. A rcheological Procedures Begin at T hack er Pass
Ancestors and Sacred Sites in the Firing Lane
the site of the mine. Environmentalists, tribes, and ranchers have filed suit against the
proposed mine in federal
court, alleging violations of
various Federal laws, and calling for Congressional investigations into the matter. The
project was "fast-tracked" under the Trump administration.
If we don’t hold federal
agencies, mining companies
and archeological contractors
accountable for their unethical
profitable tactics, then we will
watch Nevada become waste
land and ongoing exploitation
of Indigenous people’s culture
for future lithium mines.
Federal undertakings, including mining projects, must include federally recognized
tribes throughout the entire
process.
BLM failed to meet its responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), Native American Graves and Repatriation
Act (NAGPRA), Archeological Resources Protection Act
(ARPA) and National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA).
BLM did not provide tribes
who attach cultural and religious significance to Thacker
Pass a reasonable opportunity
to identify concerns about Native American cultural sites,
advise on the identification

and evaluation of traditional
religious and cultural importance, articulate views on
the Thacker Pass Lithium Mine
Project’s effects on these Native American sites, and partici-

pate in the resolution of adverse
effects as required by the
NHPA. BLM and Far Western
failed to include in its reports,
the September 12, 1865 massacre. There are 100+ documented massacres in the Great Basin
from 1864-1868. This is American History. It is Nevada history. The Paiute people are important, not just for the artifacts
on and in the ground that may
yield information and academic
acclaim for archeologists. Taking these artifacts and disturbing burial sites would constitute
yet another shameful chapter in
a long history of settlers trying
to destroy or commit genocide
on Native history and culture.
In the letter, the RSIC reminded
Far Western of the archeological ethical principles and the
Archeological Institute of
America’s Code of Professional
Standards. The RSIC further
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reminded Far Western that by
excavating Thacker Pass, Far
Western will be demonstrating
that major contracts, money
and academic papers are more
important to its organization
than approaching archeology in
a moral way and respecting
federally recognized Tribe’s
legitimate concerns of the desecration of its ancestral’ s past
life ways including its sacred
sites.
The RSIC requested Far
Western to take all these objections into consideration and
seriously recognize that we
need to re-vision the relationship between Archaeology and
Indigenous Peoples. Central
to this is the need for archeological firms to base its work
and science on morality and
ethics rather than extraction of
fast tracked projects that forever negatively adversely affect
Native American ancestors,
sacred sites and knowledge.
The RSIC requests that Far
Western (and any other archeological firm that may be participating in unprincipled excavations) immediately halt the archeological digs and refuse to
participate in the desecration of
Thacker Pass for corporate
greed.
View official letter at
www.rsic.org. Info at protectthackerpass.com.
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Continued On Page 14
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Back to the Basics—Mental Health Awareness Month
By: Vanessa Williams, RSTHC Prevention Outreach Coordinator
Reno, NV (May 1, 2022)- May
is Mental Health Awareness
Month. Are you or someone
you know living with a mental
health or behavioral health issue? According to Mental
Health America, 19% of Native
American/Alaskan Natives reported having a mental illness
in the past year.

icans that may reduce the likelihood of developing a mental
health issue and help develop
more positive outcomes when
living with a mental health issue. These things are called
protective factors. When we
embrace these protective factors and pass them onto future
generations we significantly
reduce the likelihood of developing some issues with mental
health.
One very unique protective factor that we have is a strong
sense of being connected. Connected to the Earth, connected
to history, connected to traditions, connected to our communities, connected to family.

Mental health issues can include: anger, anxiety, bipolar
disorder, body dimorphic disorder, depression, personality disorders, drug misuse, alcohol
misuse, eating problems, hoarding, obsessive compulsive disorder, panic attacks, paranoia,
post-traumatic stress disorder,
postnatal depression, phobias,
self-esteem, self-harm, sleeping
problems, suicidal feelings,
psychosis, just to name a few.
There are many factors that may
influence a person to be at-risk
for developing a mental health
issue, and many of those we
have no control over. But, there
are also many positive factors
that are unique to Native Amer-

Have you ever been visiting
somewhere new and you see
another Native? You make eye
contact and give that head nod.
You just know and don’t have
to ask them “Are you Native?”
Instead the first thing you do is
ask them “Where are you
from?” That sense of pride to
tell them where you are from,
what State, what city, what
Tribe (Rez) starts to come out,
making a deeper connection.
When it comes to being healthy
mentally this sense of connection is very important. Learning
new ways to connect to culture
helps to balance our lives. If
you are feeling overwhelmed,
negative, and/or stressed this
would be a great time to prac17

tice self-regulating by burning
some sage. If you haven’t done
this before, this would be good
opportunity to reach out to family and/or friends and learn. If
you do this already, then this
would be a good opportunity to
teach someone else. This is one
example of a tradition that is
unique to Natives. Sweat, beading, making regalia, making ribbon skirts/shirts, gathering traditional medicine, cooking traditional foods, and preparing to
dance are other examples of
connecting to culture that leave
your mind, body, and/or spirit in
a better place than when you
started.
Remember to check-in with
yourself regularly. Get as much
self-care as you can. Be selfish
with yourself. You deserve it.
As always if you need some extra help give us a call at (775)
329-5162 ext. 2014. YOU ARE
NOT ALONE.
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Reno-Sparks Indian Colony

New Employees
Georgianna Wasson—Education - Head Start Teacher HV
Carrie Brown– RSTHC - Interim Health Center Director
Joan Lowery—Finance - Procurement Technician
Lindsey Plascencia—Front Office - Administrative Assistant-1
Daisy Nuanes– Recreation - Recreation Supervisor HV
Sierra Rambeau—THPO Office - Program Assistant/Oral Historian-THPO

Patrick Francis—Public Works - Maintenance Supervisor
Victor Hsiao—RSTHC - Staff Pharmacist / FT
Erica Jangular—RSTHC - Optometry Technician
Sandy Galvan—Education - Child Care Aide-Reno FT
Hethoe Orr—RSTHC - Community Health Transporter
Little Buck Harjo—PR Office - Public Relations Officer Assistant
Heather Scott—Education - 477 Client Intake Coordinator
Candace Stowell—Planning Dept. - Planning Division Director

Photos of Easter
Celebrations at RSIC!
Thank you to all
who attended Easter 2022!
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RSIC Collaborates with FHWA, NDOT & Ames Construction

SBX Project Sneak Peak of Cultural Elements
are the RSIC’s history and
traditions, all inclusive of the
Shoshone, Paiute and Washoe
peoples. We are giving the
RSIC a small sneak peek (in
draft form) of what is coming.

Reno, NV (April 26, 2022)RSIC, Nevada-Since the year
2016, the RSIC Planning Department, Cultural Resource
Program/THPO and Economic
Development Department have
been collaborating on the Spaghetti Bowl Express (SBX) project with the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and
Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT). This federal
project was analyzed through
the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) and the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA). During the years of
2018-2019, the RSIC Cultural
Resource Program/THPO and

its advisory group, the Tri Basin
Cultural Committee (TBCC)
worked with NDOT’s Land-

scape & Aesthetics Program to
prepare relevant cultural elements to the SBX. The ‘theme’
of the SBX cultural elements
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There will be feature walls
that tell stories of the first beings, the animals; oral histories of the human beings; traditions of weaved baskets,
and; contemporary dances that
the RSIC participates in today.
There will be statues consistent with the cultural elements and appropriate landscapes throughout the areas.
These cultural elements will
be placed on the Mill Street
bridge, sound wall on the freeway, Second/Glendale St.
Bridge and in the sections of
where cars will be exiting and
entering the freeway. The tentative date for the completed
and placed cultural elements is
late Fall 2022.
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May 2022 is Skin Cancer Awareness Month
Anyone, No Matter Their Skin Tone, Can Get Skin Cancer : Quick Facts
The American Cancer Society
estimates 770 Nevadans will be
diagnosed with melanoma, the
deadliest form of skin cancer,
this year. Thousands more will
be diagnosed with basal cell or
squamous cell carcinomas.
More people are diagnosed
with skin cancer each year in the
U.S. than all other cancers combined, says the American Cancer Society.
Melanoma is the fourth most
commonly diagnosed cancer in
men and the fifth most commonly diagnosed cancer in
women.
Men in Nevada are nearly
twice as likely to be diagnosed
with melanoma than women.
The American Cancer Society

estimates nearly twice as many
men than women will die of
melanoma this year.
Melanoma is the #1 most diagnosed cancer among 25 to 29
year olds in the U.S. For 15 to
29 year olds, it is the 3rd most
common for women.

1 in 5 Americans will develop
skin cancer by age 70, according
to the Skin Cancer Foundation.
About 90% of non-melanoma
skin cancers are caused by exposure to UV radiation from the
sun.
Skin cancer can affect people
of nearly any age. American
Cancer Society notes that men
age 49 and under are more likely to develop melanoma than

any other cancer.
Skin Cancer in Skin of Color:
 Melanomas in people with
skin of color most often occur on non-exposed skin
with less pigment, such as
palms, soles of feet, nailbeds and mucous membranes.
 People with skin of color,
when diagnosed with melanoma are more likely to
have a late-stage diagnosis,
meaning that the cancer is in
a more advanced stage.
Indoor Tanning and Cancer:
 According to the Skin Cancer Foundation, indoor tanning devices emit UV radiation in amounts 10-15 times
Continued on page 24
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Continued from page 25

higher than the sun at its
peak intensity and are considered to be carcinogenic
on the same level as cigarettes and plutonium.
 Any history of indoor tanning increases the risk of
developing skin cancer. One
study found women who
have ever tanned indoors
had a six-fold risk of developing melanoma in their
20s.
 The Skin Cancer Foundation also notes that more
people develop skin cancer
because of indoor tanning
than develop lung cancer
because of smoking.
Prevention:
them to identify changes
that could be cancerous or
pre-cancerous. Using a
handheld mirror and a
friend or partner to check
hard to see places (such as
the back and scalp) can be
done once a month.

 Anyone can reduce their
risk of skin cancer by following the 5 Ss of Sun Safety:


Slip on sun pr otective
clothing, such as long
pants and sleeves.



Slop on br oad spectrum SPF 30+ sunscreen
and reapply at least every 2 hours.



Slap on a widebrimmed hat to protect
the ears, scalp, and face.



Seek shade or shelter ,
especially during peak
sun hours between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m.



 When checking one’s skin,
look for the ABCDEFs in
moles:


Asymmetry: When
drawing a line through,
both sides should match.



Border: Uneven, jagged
or irregular borders could
be a sign of cancer.



Color: Moles that have a
variety of colors or change
color over time should be
checked by a doctor.



Diameter: Moles that
are larger than 6mm in
diameter (about the size of
a pencil eraser) should be
checked by a doctor.

Slide of UV pr otective
sunglasses.

 People should also avoid
indoor tanning devices.
Early Detection:
 Knowing one’s own skin
and checking it regularly
from head to toe can help



Evolving: Moles that
change over time, such as
getting larger, changing
25

color, itching, bleeding, or
crusting, should be
checked by a doctor.


Feeling: Moles that have
developed a new feeling,
such as itching or pain,
should be checked by a
doctor.

 Dermatologists can conduct
annual skin exams using a
specialized, hand-held tool
called a dermatoscope
which uses light and magnification to see details of the
skin that would not be otherwise visible.
 After a skin check with a
dermatoscope, dermatologists may take a small scraping or remove an area of
skin for examination in a lab
to determine if it is cancerous, pre-cancerous, or the
result of some other skin
condition.
Questions? Call Reno-Sparks
Tribal Health Center—775-3295162.

More From Protect Thacker Pass:
Lithium Nevada to destroy golden eagle habitat

Photo of Golden Eagle at Thacker Pass or Pee Hee Mu’huh

Orovada, NV (April
2022) - We are very sad
to report that the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service have agreed to let
Lithium Nevada destroy
golden eagle habitat at
Thacker Pass.
“The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service received an application
from Lithium Nevada
Corporation requesting
eagle take coverage under the Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act.
The application requested authorization for in-

cidental disturbance
take of one golden eagle
breeding territory located in proximity to the
proposed Thacker Pass
Lithium Mine Project in
Humboldt County, Nevada. Project operations
and activities may disturb the golden eagles
and prevent them from
breeding and producing
offspring.
…the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service plans
to issue a permit to
Lithium Nevada Corporation for incidental dis26

turbance take of one
golden eagle breeding
territory in the vicinity
of Thacker Pass Lithium Mine Project. We
anticipate issuing the
permit in April 2022.”
As we’ve said countless
times, a “permit” is a
permission to destroy
the land, in this case,
land that is critical habitat for golden eagles.
To learn more, contact
Michon Eben, RSIC
THPO, at 775-785-1325
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FREE Smoke Alarms Available
to Reno Residents of
Reno-Sparks Indian Colony

Volunteers with the Northern Nevada Chapter of the
American Red Cross will install free smoke alarms in
Reno Colony homes within the Reno-Sparks Indian
Colony as part of the Sound the Alarm campaign.
The installation event will take place on Saturday,
May 14 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Reno Colony only. In addition to the installation, volunteer s will
customize evacuation plans for each home, and share
fire prevention information during the installation visit.
This is a free service and there is no obligation.
To request a free smoke alarm installation for your
home, contact the Red Cross at 775-954-1185. The
deadline to request an installation is Thursday,
May 12.
The goal of this event is to prevent home fires.
“Through the simple act of requesting a smoke alarm
installation, residents of the Reno-Sparks Indian Colony are doing their part and making a commitment to
help prepare our community for emergencies and disasters,” explained Mary Powell, executive director of
the Northern Nevada Chapter.
The Sound the Alarm initiative is part of the Home
Fire Campaign, launched by the Red Cross in 2014,
with the goal of reducing the number of home fire
deaths and injuries by 25 percent.
Call the Red Cross at 775-954-1185 to request a
free smoke alarm and installation!
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Legal / Public Announcements
Recruitment for committee / boards
Recruiting for Housing Advisory Board

Recruiting Representative
for Executive Health Board

The RSIC HAB Committee is recruiting for (4)
new members. Appointments are for a four-year
term and members are appointed by the Tribal
Council. The HAB is made up of seven (7) board
members. The terms of the HAB are staggered
four (4) year terms. Any member who applies and
is selected may assume an existing term until the
expiration of the assumed term. Below are the
eligibility criteria to the a HAB member:


Must be an enrolled member of the RSIC and be at
least 18 years of age



Cannot be a current employee of the RSIC Housing department.



Housing Participants must be current on and remain current in their house payments while serving
as a member of the HAB.



Membership on the other committees shall not disqualify a person from appointment to the HAB unless expressly prohibited by the Tribal Council.

The Reno-Sparks Tribal Health Center is
recruiting for one (2) RSIC Tribal representatives
to serve on the Executive Health Board.
The members are appointed by the Tribal
Council and shall serve a term for a four-year
period. If you are interested in being a member
of the Executive Health Board, please submit a
letter of interest to:
Executive Health Board
Reno-Sparks Tribal Health Center
1715 Kuenzli Street, Reno, NV 89502
All interested participants will be invited to fill
out an application and attend a Health Board
meeting for introductions via Zoom. For more information, please phone, 329-5162, ext., 1901.

Submit letters of interest
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RSIC Photo Collage of April Events
Photos by Bucky Harjo, Public Relations Assistant & Bethany Sam, Public Relations Officer

Happy Retirement to Valerie
Morales and Brenda Brown.
We Wish You Both All the
Best! Thank you for your
servitude to RSIC!

Top Photos: Chairman Melendez visits Nevada Museum of Art to see
Jean LaMarr’s stunning Art Exhibit.
Left & Bottom Photo: RSIC Eagle Wings &
Powwow Dance Groups Perform at IGT,
Patagonia & Living Legends Events

Top Photos: Michon Eben & Ryan Gellart , Patagonia CEO .
Hank Johnson dancing at Patagonia Territory Recognition Ceremony.
Bottom Photos: Three Nations Cannabis Grand Opening on 4/23/22.
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